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INTRODUCTION
Optimization means a quantitative understanding of the optimum and a way to find it. As theory and technique have been recently established in various fields (mathematics, physics, engineering, etc.), theories and techniques to obtain the optimum tend to become of greater importance, and a variety of techniques to reach an effective solution to an optimization problem by the development in digital computer technology. It takes a long time to analyze a complex optimization problem applied to electrical equipments since constraints on objective function have non-linear factors. The design process of electrical machines based on numerical analysis that requires high accuracy takes a lot of time required for arithmetic operation in the convergence of global optimum [3] , when it is grafted onto optimal design. Example, Interior Permanent Magnet Synchronous Machine (IPMSM) has a variety of operating points and many constraints on combined space of the system, and requires high reliability and operation performance, so there is a demand for optimal design process which can optimize the operation performance of system [4] - [5] .
This paper newly presents a randomized version of guided MADS. MADS is one of the direct search methods and generates random trial points to search the best local minima [6] - [7] . The proposed rgMADS modifies the poll points using the relationship of the previously computed trial points, which has contributed to reducing the computation time more effectively than MADS.
In addition, the proposed randomly guided MADS coupled with FEA has been forwarded to optimal design of IPMSM for Maximum Torque Per Ampere (MTPA). In particular, randomly guided MADS has contributed to reducing excessive computing time for the optimization process when compared with the conventional MADS.
II. RANDOMLY GUIDED MESH ADAPTIVE DIRECT SEARCH ALGORITHM (RGMADS)
MADS a highly flexible local search method by blending the random selection rule in generalized pattern search (GPS) [8] . MADS is the local search algorithm composed of the search step and the poll step. At the search step, MADS generates a number of trial points on the current mesh according to the fixed directions in a positive spanning set. The mesh at the k-th iteration is defined on the direction vector , , , 1 ,
where D n is the number of search directions, like the following: where the rational number α is equal to or larger than 1 when at least one of the trial points has newly minimized the current best cost, while α is smaller than 1 in case of failure.
At the poll step that follows, random points are generated to cover the whole current frame, i.e., a collection of the current unit meshes as components. The frame plays the role of a boundary of the trial points with the following definition
where d is a nonnegative integer combination of the directions in D . It should be noted that the poll size parameter of the frame p k Δ should be equal to or larger than the mesh size parameter m k Δ for ensuring local convergence. This paper proposes a new concept of randomized guided search using cost function information of the current trial points at the end of iteration. In case of the smooth cost landscape around the incumbent search point, MADS will have a higher chance to find an improved point along the most promising direction which is a randomized combination of weighted sum of successful search directions and top two successful directions. Δ in two dimensions. In Fig. 1(b) , cost values are evaluated for each trial point and the guiding direction is attained by a weighted sum of successful search directions defined as 
is the cost strength of the i-th point. Since search along the guiding direction is carried out additionally at each iteration, the number of trial points in rgMADS is reduced from n 2 to 1 2 − n , where n 2 is the number of maximal positive basis. In addition to the averaged direction, search directions of the best two trial points are added with multiplication of random coefficients to raise the stochastic property of rgMADS such that 
The well-known mathematical functions such as Branin and Schwefel function, are used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed randomly rgMADS, of which are shown in Fig. 2 The Table. Ⅰ. The average function evaluation numbers of rgMADS are apparently improved from the conventional MADS by 14~16% for Branin function and by 20~24% for Schwefel function. 
B. Object Function : MTPA
A method of control in accordance with IPMSM drives is to control current magnitude and current phase angle. In particular, in constant torque region, it is important to obtain high operating torque under the condition of currents restriction. What it make use of is a way of MTPA control, which means moving along the least current trajectory among various combinations of current creating the same torque. Therefore, Fig. 3 shows minimum currents according to phase of current from a parabolic type of torque trajectory. In this paper, optimal design of IPMSM is implemented to maximize MTPA as an objective function [10] . 
C. Design Variables and constant
The optimal design variables are chosen to be five configuration of Permanent Magnet (PM), as shown in Fig. 4 . Each design variable is important to determine the proper range, because the appropriate range keeps from connecting adjacent permanent magnets. Variable ranges are determined as 6≤Length of PM(X 1 , X 2 ) ≤6.2, 2≤ Thickness of PM(X 3 , X 4 ) ≤5, 110≤ Angle between PMs(X 5 ) ≤135. In general, the torque is larger as more PMs are used, but the price also rises. For this reasons, the Amount of used PM per one pole as constraints are under 80 mm 2 in order to smaller than convention model. In addition, power supply of the primitive prototype of IPMSM is 360V dc (maximum voltage) and 75A pk (maximum current). The optimal design of IPMSM uses the same power supply.
D. Process of optimal design
The design objective is to maximize MTPA using the conventional MADS and rgMADS combined with FEA. The optimal design procedure of IPMSM is composed of the following steps:
are extracted by optimization algorithm, and IPMSM are designed according to it. ► Step 2. Torque is calculated with Maxwell tensors according to finite element method, and average torque is obtained according to the rotor position. ► Step 3. The highest torque of average torques is selected by changing the current phase angle by steps with current size fixed. ► Step 4. MTPA is extracted by dividing the obtained torque by current, and an optimal solution is found by repeating the above steps. ► Step 5. Finally, in order to find a global optimal solution, it should be executed by 10 times of multi-starting.
E. Design Specification of IPMSM
In this paper, 30kW IPMSM has been applied for the optimal design of IPMSM, whose specification is summarized in Table. Ⅱ. It has 10 poles and 45 slots with distributed windings. In comparing optimal design result, rgMADS has apparently reduced computation time by 21.3 % from MADS with the slightly better MTPA. IPMSM have too many local minimum, hence they have different dimensions of PM, but they have MTPA with a similar. In addition, Fig. 6 shows the torque distribution and average torque according to rotation of rotor.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the randomly guided MADS is newly implemented in order to raise search efficiency and contribute search reliability. The proposed rgMADS is verified by application to benchmark functions. In addition, the optimal design of IPMSM for maximizing the MTPA is implemented using the proposed rgMADS base on FEM, which yields the quite improved result.
